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Layoffs

The Infectious Disease
Emergency Leave (IDEL)

Constructive Dismissal under the
IDEL

Lay-Offs During Covid-19
Considerations you Need to Know

A lay-off may
result in a claim
of constructive
dismissal

The ESA provides for ‘temporary’ lay-offs that may
last up to 13 weeks or 35 weeks if the employer
continues with employee eligible benefit
O Reg. 228/20 means that all employees that were
‘laid-off’ will now be considered on the IDEL and
continue to receive federal support

Ontario Reg.
228/20
amendments to
the ESA

The IDEL covers the entire period that is Covid-19.
So all employees will retroactively be placed on the
leave. It will end 6 weeks after Ontario’s State of
Emergency ends
The

Employers do not have to pay termination
obligations as they would have prior to this
regulation be implemented

IDEL
Protected Leave

Employees
terminated prior are
not eligible.
Employees given
notice may agree to
go on IDEL

It is automatic.
Unlike before, the
only criteria to be
placed on the IDEL
is the layoff
eligibility rules
Eligible employees
are also eligible for
benefit continuation;
no longer employers’
call

The employee had to
be participating in the
benefit plan prior to
May29th

IDEL is a
protected
leave with all
protections
afforded

E.g. Vacation time
As the leave is
retroactive to March
1, employees would
be given credit for
vacation time, but not
pay

Job
protection

Employees’ jobs are
protected, and they are
entitled to reinstatement
at the end of the leave
or call-back

Constructive Dismissal
Important Changes you MUST know

A layoff, changes in hour or
pay are no longer considered
constructive dismissal

The change is retroactive to the
beginning of Covid-19 period. Only
exception is a claim brought before
May 29 AND the employee resigned

Any complaints filed with the MoL
during the Covid-19 period
regarding constructive dismissal
related to Covid-19 are deemed not
to have been filed

These protections
do not necessarily
free you of
common law
consideration

Employer Obligations During Covid-19
What You Need to do to Avoid a Work Refusal

2 meters apart,
eliminate physical
contact, limit
gatherings, shift
changes, washroom
use, visitor policy, set
up office plans,
assigned seating,
office traffic patterns

Screening
process should
be
implemented
and maintained

Workplace social
distancing. Follow
public health
guidelines

Appropriate Hygiene
and cleaning protocol
a must
Use appropriate
cleansers for desk,
meeting rooms, floors,
walls, offices. Manage
shared facilities i.e.
washrooms. Reduce
touch points and
increase cleaning

Public Health Agency of Canada
https://bit.ly/31gDOsy

Develop a
questionnaire and
agreement. Tests
include thermal
temperature. Observe
and develop process
for potential cases.
Develop protocols for
H&S checks, control
entry points, lobby,
shipping/receiving and
elevator protocols

Required
and/or
appropriate
PPE

Province of Ontario
https://bit.ly/2VbrBBX

Gloves, masks, shields,
desk shields, appropriate
signage, training how to
use, clean, etc. Some
industries require it, but all
companies should make it
available

2 Types of Work Refusals

H&S Concern
There is a specific
process that must be
followed in the case of
a formal work refusal

Ontario has received
280 formal complaints
to the MoL from
January to June. Only
1 has been upheld

Fear
Fear could be for oneself, family members,
vulnerable people,
older people, etc.

I suspect this is what
most of you are here
for

Work Refusals
Empathy is Important

People are
scared to come
back to work

Tackle the employee’s fear head on. Educate them
on the protocols and safe-guards you have taken in
the workplace

Be open to conversations with staff. Be willing to
provide accommodations, even wants, if it makes
the employee feel more safe and secure.

Employers
need to fine the
line between
enforcement
and empathy

Try to make the workplace feel welcoming again.
Engage in Covid-19 safe activities, encourage safe
socialization and be sure to thank your employee
every chance you get
Make resources available for employees to assist them
with the stress and trauma that they may be
experiencing i.e. EAP. Also wise to support employees
who decided not to return

Formal Work Refusal Process
Must be followed in all cases
Worker considers work
unsafe, reports it to
supervisor and, if they
wish, worker and
management safety
representative

Manager investigates in
presence of representative
Resolved = back to work
Not Resolved = Stage 2

Worker maintains work is
unsafe. Rep calls MoL. The
worker must remain, in a safe
place. The work may be offered
to another worker provided they
are made aware of the refusal
and it is offered in the presence
of a representative

MoL investigates in
presence of worker,
management and worker
representatives

Inspector provides decision, in
writing, to worker, employer,
management and worker
representative

Changes are made if required
or ordered. Worker returns to
work

Work Refusals
Fear, Health or Concern

Can an employee refuse to work out of
fear?
They have the right. If an employer is following
PHAC and applicable H&S guidelines, the
employer will likely be considered justified in
determining that a work refusal is based in fear
and is insufficient. Nonetheless, upon receiving
a work refusal based in fear, the employer must
follow the work refusal procedure
Reasonableness of Refusal
In some cases, the reasonableness of
an employee’s work refusal may depend
on the employee’s personal
circumstances. Advanced age;
underlying physical health condition; or a
mental health condition that may be
exacerbated upon returning to work
during the pandemic

Other Factors You Need to Consider
Employee lives with and/or cares for an
individual who has an underlying health
condition or a mental health condition or
they are the parent of minor children whom
they must care for during business hours
due to the closure of camps and/or schools

Human Rights Obligations Apply
Employers are encouraged to respond to
these types of work refusals in the same
manner that they would respond to any
request for an accommodation due to a
protected ground under human rights
legislation such as, for example, age,
disability, or family status

Call Us!

Important Considerations
Options and Liability

The Theory of
Reasonableness
It is a subjective bar and it is open
to scrutiny. One employee who
has a health condition may be
worthy of accommodation where
another with a different health
condition may not

Examples
Travelling on a bus, spouse
works in healthcare, don’t want
to expose kids, worried about
someone at work who may be
exposed, etc.

Ask for Medical
The restriction on requests for
medical apply to Covid-19
cases. It does not extend to
asking for verification of preconditions. Let the professional
justify your decision.

You Still have the
Right to Terminate
In cases where general fear is
the premise, you still have the
right to either consider the
employee as involuntary
resigned or terminate with
cause

Liability and LoAs
No one knows how the courts will handle
work refusals based on reasons discussed
or how the MoL may evolve. The H&S
Code was not written for Covid-19
considerations. LoAs are a safer road and
you can still note the stance taken by the
employee on the ROE for Service Canada
to consider at a later date

Termination With Cause
No Pay, No Benefits

Must be a
Serious
Violation(s)
It may be a single

Significant Risk

serious incident or the
culmination of similar
incidents

Theft, defamation, workplace violence,
discrimination or sexual harassment, gross
misconduct (H&S) or insubordination. The
culmination of an appropriate progressive
discipline process.

The burden lies squarely on
the employer. There is no
such thing as ‘near cause.’

The employee has nothing to lose.
Expect a response. Whether it be via
court or tribunal, the process is
expensive … and that is if you win.

And to win, you must prove
Wilful Misconduct

Calculating a ‘Termination’ Package
Both Ontario and
Federal legislation
mandates ‘severance
pay’ for applicable
employees. The term
‘severance package’
can be misleading

Termination
Pay

Severance
Pay

Common
Law

Common Law
Common is not
employment
legislation or subject
to jurisdiction.
Common law exists in
all jurisdictions except
Quebec

Theory of Fairness
The fundamental
principle is to provide the
employee with enough
paid time to find
alternative ‘comparable’
employment

Factors the courts will
consider include the
employee’s years of
service, age, position and
salary of the employee
And the availability of
comparable employment

You can mitigate your
liability with a very
well-crafted
termination clause as
part of the original
agreement

Important to keep in mind
there is no hard rules or
outcomes (i.e. month per
year or 2-year cap)
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